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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUB,JECT: Field Performance Investigation, Subsurface Drainage Facilities, 
Robert Gray Army Airfield, Fort Hood, Texas, 17-19 March 1969 

Background 

1. During the period 17 through 19 March 1969, the writer and Mr. Richard H. 
Ledbetter, Flexible Pavement Branch (FPB), visited Robert Gray Army Airfield 
(RGAA) to study the performance of selected portions of the subsurface drain
age facilities in connection with O&MA Investigational Project Q6-l, Task 04, 
Work Unit 003, Field Performance Studies, Drainage and Erosion Control 
Facilities. The visit was scheduled to coincide with a pavement evaluation 
being conducted at RGAA by the FPB~ This schedule offered the opportunity 
to observe the condition of the base, subbase, _and subgrade materials to 
further evaluate the performance of the subdrain system. Photographs of 
several surface drainage structures were made to provide background material 
for a proposed visit to Fort Hood by representatives of the Office, Chief of 
Engineers, and the u. s. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) 
Hydraulics Division. 

2, A plan of RGAA is inclosed (Incl 1). Background information on the 
field is given in. the following references: 

a. '~rmy Airfield Pavement Evaluation, Robert Gray Army Airfield, 
.Fort Hood, Texas. 11 WES Miscellan~ous Paper (MP) 4-697, January 1965. 

b. WESSF· Memorandum for Record, subject: Meeting at Fort Hood on Use 
of Robert Gray AAF by C-141 Aircraft, 18-19 April 1968. 

c. ·"condition Survey Report, Robert Gray Army Airfield, Fort Hood, 
Texas. 11 WES MP 4-989, April 1968. 

3. The visit was coordinated through Mr. B. c. Peters, Post Engineer.'s 
Office (PEO), Fort Hood. In addition to Mr. Peters, persons contacted 
during the visit were MAJ L. Eldreth, Operatir, > Officer, RGAA, and 
Mr. Martie Lowery, PEO, Fort Hood. The cooperation and assistance pro
vided by these gentlemen, as well as by Messrs~ P. J. Vedros and w. B. 
Fenwick, FPB, who were conducting the pavement evaluation, is greatly 
appreciated. 
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4. ·The construction history of RGAA is given in references 2a and 2c 
above. The field was originally constructed in 1946-47 and consisted of 
the 200-ft-wide by 8400-ft-long NW-SE runway (hereinafter referred to as 
the N-S runway), the north parking apron, the parallel taxiway, and the 
two alert aprons and their taxiways. In 1951 the south parking. apron was 
constructed, and in 1952-53 the runway was extended 1600 ft to the south, 
and the parallel ta~iway and south parking apron extension were constructed. 
All of these areas were constructed o~ asphaltic concrete over 6 to 14 in. 
limestone base course material. In 1956 the portland-cement concrete warm
up apron was constructed, In 1963 1500 .ft of .the runway between sta 75+00 
and 90+00 was.reconstructed because of failures that had developed, and in 
1965 reconstruction of the runway between sta 56+00 and 75+00 was required. 
Additional reconstruction of the runway from sta 20+00 to 56+00 was com
pleted in early 1969. The Air Force administered the contract for re
construction of the runway between sta 75+00 and 90+00, while the PEO at 
Fort Hood was responsible for the other reconstruction. A contract for 
reconstruction of the runway between sta 6+00 and 20-f-OO will be let by the 
PEO in the near future. Typical pavement sections as they now exist are 
shown in Incl 2. A profile of the runway is shown in Incl 3. As indicated 
in Incl 3 1 the runway is constructed in both cut and fill areas, with a 
maximum longitudinal slope of o.s percent from.north to south; In one 
area, the fill is 22 ft thick. Subgrade material in both cut and fill 
areas is generally· a calcareous lean clay containing aggregates of marl, 
shell, caliche, and disintegrated limestone. The subgrade material produces 
a "bathtub" condition; that is, water in the base and subbase cannot drain 
into the subgrade. 

5. No subsurface drainage was provided originally. As reported in the 
references, there' has been a history of pavement distress attributed to 
water in the base course and of water seeping out of joints and cracks 
in the pavement. As·a part of the pavement evaluation conducted in 1964 

·and reported in reference 2a above·, tests of p'ermeabili ty and effective 
porosity were performed on a sample of base course material from the 
south parking apron. These tests were conducted using the nrocedures
described in WES Technical- Report 3-7£M, "Drainage Characteristics of Base 
Course Materials, Laboratory Investigation." The purpose of these tests 
was to determine if subdrains placed along the edges of the pavement of 
the runway would be.effective. The material tested was from the north 
end of the south parking apron, the gradation of which is shown in Incl 4. 
The in-place dry density of this material was 133.8 pcf, with a moisture 
content of 8.-2 percent (CE-55 maximum dry density and optimum water . 
content were 132.8 pcf and 7.0 percent, respectively). Samples of this 
material at the moisture content measured in the field were compacted by
the gyratory method to the field density. It was not possible to com
pletely saturate these samples although they were soaked in a reservoir 
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of deaired water under a differential head of 8 in. for a period of 7 days. 
Complete saturation was obtained on a sample compacted to a dry density of 
127.3 pcf and s.o percent moisture. Tests on this sample indicated a 
permeability of 3.71 x 10-4 cm/sec and an effective porosity of 0.046. 
According to criteria contained in EM 1110-345-282, "Subsurface Drainage 
Facilities for Airfields," the base course material is not .sufficiently 
free-draining for drains located only along the pavement edges to be 
effective~ Based on this information, subdrains only along the pavement 
edges were not considered adequate. 

6. Beginning. in 1965 subdr.ains have been installed during· all runway re
construction. Presently, the subdrains extend from sta 20+00 to 75+00 
in the pattern shaNn in Incl 5. 'A typical section (Sec G-G) between 
sta 20+00 and 75+00 is shown in Incl 2. According to Mr. Peters, the 
herringbone pattern was selected to intercept water traveling longitudinally 
along the runway, and the spacings were arbitrarily selected and not based 
on any particular desfgn criteria. As can be noted from the sections shown 

· in Iricls 2 and 5, the subdrain trench penetrated the lime-stabilized sub
grade and reclaimed subbase, but·did not intercept the overlying new base 
course material. Mr. Peters s.aid the reason the filter ma.terial was not 
carried up into the new base was that he felt the new base was pervious 
·enough to let any water entering i.t travel along the top. of the less 
pervious subbase and then into the filter. The basis for this reasoning 
was that the amount of fines (minus No. 200 sieve size) for the new base 
was restricted to 10.percent or less, while the reclaimed material contained 
in some instances more than 20 percent fines. The 4-in.-diam collector pipes 
used were as.bestos-cement with 3/8-in. perforations all around the pipe. 
Since all pipe used was perforated, the discharge pipes were also surrounded 
with filter material with an impervious clay seal. The filter material was 

..... graded as follo.vs: 

Particle Size 

1 in. 
3/4 ·in. 

· :tts· in; 
No. 4 

Percent finer 

.100 
9fl-1D0-
40-70 
0-6 

7. Also in 1965 but not in connection with the re-construction work, sub
drains were installed in the area between sta 84+00. and about 90+00 (see 
Incl 5). These subdrains were installed because of excessive· water bleed
ing from the pavement, and pavement deflections noted when aircraft passed 
over the area. Collector pipes consisting of 8-in.-diam steel pipe with 
slots burned into them were placed in trenches. The trenches were then 
backfilled with material graded as listed above in paragraph 6. A section 
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of the pavement in the area is shown in Incl 2 (Sec B-B). The subdrains 
extended from the top of the subgrade to the bottom of the pavement. 
Mr. Peters said water collected in these trenches when they were opened. 
In a later conversation with Mr. Peters, he said the water appeared to 
originate from the 14-in.-thick base course material (Sec B-B, Incl 2) 
and was contained primarily in the corner area formed by the stabilized 
subgrade and reclaimed material. The performance of these subdrains was 
of particular interest,. and the primary reason for the visit was to determine 
if these subdrains were ·draining the reclaimed base, a material similar to 
that on which permeability and effective porosity determinations had been 
made in 1964 (Incl 4), The only other subdrain provided at RGAA is a single 
trench located in the NE corner of the north parking apron in the vicinity 
of the taxiway (see Incl 5). 

Subdrains between sta 84;-00 and 90;-00 

·8. The subdrain outfalls discharging along the west side of the runway 
between sta 84;-00 and 88-140 were inspected. The outfall for the subdrains 
discharging along the east side was inaccessible. Water was flowing from 
each of the three outfalls on.the west side of the runway. Photographs 1. 
and 2 (Incl 6, photographs 1-14) are typical of the appe~rance of the three 
outfalls •. The dark areas shown in and immediately downstream of the outlet 
in photograph 2 appeared to be green algae, This was found at all three 
outlets and indicated the areas were probably continuously wet or damp. No 
rodent screens were provided over the ends of the pipes. Ditches from the 
outlets were in good condition and easily carried the water to a larger 
collector d~tch. As would be expected in the clayey material in the area, 
there was no indication of an erosion problem. 

9. The occurrence of water bleeding from the pavements in the area between 
. sta 84.f.oO and 90;-00 was the same as had been reported in the re~erences 
given in paragraph 2. Ih the. mornings, when it is relatively cool, little 
or rto bleeding is noted. As the temp.erature rises during the day, the 
bleeding increases and reaches a maximum during_ the_ hottest part· of the 
day. According to Mr.- Peters, this cycle is generally a year-round 
occurrence. Photograph 3 shows the northernmost subdrain in this area 
(lower right) and the condition of the pavement just north of the subdrain. 
The photograph was taken during the morning, and l·i ttle bleeding can be 
detected. Photograph 4 sho.vs the condition of ~ construction joint in the 
area. Limestone leached from the base course material is obvious in the 
photograph. The presence of water' beneath the pavement in this area is 
evident from photographs 5, 6 1 and 7. Photograph 5 was taken during the 
afternoon (temperature about 80 F), and bleeding is noticeable. Photo-. 
graph 6 shows the pavement.immediately after the landing.of a 9-141 air
craft, when a considerable amount of water was squeezed or·pumped from 
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beneath the pavement. Photograph 7 was taken early the next morning and 
shows little water in the area. It is obvious from these photographs 
that there is a considerable amount of water beneath the pavement. 

10. A test pit was dug some 200 ft north of the subdrain at sta 84-l-OO. 
and was about 15 ft from the west edge of the pavement (1969 TP-1, 
Incl 1). An auger hole (not sh~vn in Incl 1) was dug about 1 ft north 
of the northernmost subdrain. There are no subdrains along the pavement 
edge in this area. Reference is again made to Incl 2 for a view of a 
typical section in this area. The test pit and auger hole were dug in 
the section containing 7 in. of new material and 7 in. of reclaimed base. 
It was of particular intere·st to see if any influence of the subdrain at 
sta 84+00 on the reclaimed base could be detected. It was thought that 
this might be done by comparing moisture contents of the material at and 
200 ft upgrade of the.suhdrain. Photographs s· and 9 show the test pit and 
auger hole, respectively. 

11. When the pavement slabs were removed, it was noted that the base course 
surface was completely saturated and free water was evident. However, the 
material was saturated only to a depth of 1/4 to l/2"in. beneath the pavement, 
bela.v which a jackhammer was required to remove the material. Gradation · 
curves for the base.and subbase are given in Incl 4. The folla.ving data 
were obtained from the test pit and auger hole (for comparison, data from 
1964 AH-27 are also .given): 

Moisture Content, 3 * 
Location Base Sub base Stabilized Subgrade Sub grade 

Test pit (1969): Sta 82+00 4.8 4.0 19.0. 12.4 
Auger hole (1969) Sta 84+00 5.6 6.2 
AH-27 (1964) Sta 79+00 3·.5 6.0 13.2 14.1 

* Average Of two samples 

The moisture contents (1969 data) of ·the base and subbase--were-td-gher near 
the subdrain than 200 ft upgrade-. 11-owever, both sets of moisture content 
data were below CE-55 optimum (approximately 7.0 percent for both). It is 
not believed ·that the variations in moisture contents were due to the 
influence of the subdrain, since it is doubtful ·that these small percentages 
of water would drain by gravity. The· CBR's for both materials exceeded 100. 
The stabilized subgrade material appeared to be·considerably wet of optimum 
(no compaction curves are available for this material) and wetter than that 
measu;-ed in 1964. However, the CBR of this material exceeded 70. The sub
grade material did not appear particularly wet. No water entered the pit 
or auger hole while they were open; in fact, the base and subbase materials 
appeared to be· dusty. 
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12. It appears that the water which is exiting from the subdrains in 
this area is not originating from the material.s in the outer 50-ft 
sections. It would have been desirable for a test pit to have been 
placed in the middle 50-ft section, since the water in the subdrains may be 
coming from this section. This tends to be verified in later discussions 
with Mr. Peters by his account of the water entering the open trenches from 
the middle section. Since the pipes leading to the outfall are perforated 
and surrounded by filter material, it is possible that some of the water 
flowing from tho outlets is coming from the 200-ft-wide shoulder and grassy 
area. The clay seal was in place, however, and there was no outcropping of 
filter material between the outfall and pavement edge. It also appeared that 
the water.seeping from the joints and cracks in the pavement in this area is 
surface water that infiltrated through the joints and cracks and then 
remained between the pavement and base material. From Incl 4 it can be 

'· 

seen that the new base material contains about 17 percent fines. Tests 
reported in TR 3-786 indicated that the permeability of materials contain
ing such large percentages of fines is very low, and consequently, it may 
be easier for the water ·to travel along the base-pavement interface than 
to penetrate the base course to any extent. Some of the water may have been 
the result of condensation; however, regardless of its source, this water 
is not penetrating the base course material more ·than 1/2 in. and is trapped 
beneath the pavement. The thermal expansion of the pavement or the pumping 
action from aircraft causes this water to squeeze out of joints and cracks. 
The water trapped between the pavement and tiase could also explain why the 
bleeding occurs during dry as well as wet seasons. It appeared that the 
subdrains in this area have done little if anything to eliminate the bleed
ing conditions except possibly 5 ft to either side of the drains where the 
seepage appeared to be reduced. Mr. Peters said that in his opinion pavement 
deflections and distress have been reduced. 

Subdrains between s ta 20+00 and 75+00 

13. The subdrains between sta 56+00 and 75+00 were installed in 1965, and 
the ins-tallation of those between 20+00 and 56+00_ had- just- been completed 
(February 1969). Since- no- flush1ng risers or manholes were provided, in
spection of these areas consisted of only observing the outfalls of the 
system. A typical section through this area is shown in Incls 2 and 5. 
No bleeding was noted in this area, and the pavements were in good condition. 
Mr. Ledbetter and the undersigned observed only the opening of TP-1 and the 
auger· hole located at ·sta 84+00. Information on the conditions found at 
other test pits was obtained from discussions with Mr. Fenwick and members 
of the WES field party and.from data collected for inclusion in the pavement 
evaluation report. No in-place densities were measured. 
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14 •. Water was flowing from all of the outfalls draining the area between 
sta 56+00 and 75+00. It was noted that the water exiting from the outfalls 
on the east side of the runway at sta 64+00 and the west side of the runway 
at· sta 75+00 was flowing from the filter material (photograph 10) rather 
than from the perforated collector pipes. At the other two outfalls, water 
was flowing from thepipes (photograph 11); all of the flows were small. 
The water shown in f~ont of the pipe in photograph 10 is a combination of 
water from the drain and surface runoff from rain the previous day. The 
moisture contents of the material taken from TP-6 located at sta 63+00 were 
7.9 percent in the base, 10.0 percent in the reclaimed base, and 15.9 per
cent in the stabilized subgrade (CE-55 optimum water content was between 7 
and 8 percent for the base materials). The new base material contained 
14 percent fines. No water entered the test pit while it was open. It can 
be noted from photographs 10 and 11 that these outlets are provided with 
rodent screens made of hardware cloth. 

15. No water was flowing from the outlets for the subdrains draining the 
area from sta 20+00 to 56+00. Photograph 12 is a view of an outlet in this 
area. All the outlets had rodent screens. TP-7, located at sta 33+00, 
showed that the base material had a moisture content of 3.9 percent, the 
reclaimed base 5.5 percent, and the stabilized subgrade 14.1 percent. The 
base material contained 16 percent fines. 

16. It was reported that the base material was wet immediately below the 
pavement at both TP~6 and TP-7 as in TP-1 and the auger hole at sta 84+00. 
Beneath the wet 1/4- to 1/2-in. portion, a jackhammer was used to loosen 
the material. Since the pavement was in good condition providing little 
chance for penetration of surface water, it is assumed that this water 
resulted from condensation. Based on the· moisture contents of material 

· .. taken from TP-7, it appears that at presen"t there is no free water to drain 
into the subdrains between sta 20+00 and 56+00. Moisture contents in the 
area from sta 56+00 to 75+00 were not particularly high. From this limited 
investigation, it could not definitely be determined if the subdrains in 
this area were effectively draining 'the material' 01'- if- the- flow from the 
outlets was from the aon-ft-wid~ sfioulder and grassy areas. 

17. Mr. Peters said that the only wet area noted when the pavement and 
base were removed dur.ing reconstruction was a small, isolated area in the 
~icinity of sta 30+00. The subgrade in this area was very wet and had to 
be removed to a depth of about 4 ft and replaced. Sta 30+00 is in a fill 
area, and consequently this water could not be attributed to ground water 
or a natural spring. Based on Mr. Peter's observation·,' :there does not 
appear to be a problem of ground water entering·the area.from sta 20+00 to 
75-!-00. 
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Inspection of other areas 

18. Water was bleeding from the runway pavement in areas between sta·6i-OO 
to 20+00, 90+00 to 106+00, and the warm-up, north parking, and south parking 
aprons. ·Photographs 13 and 14 show·the conditions found between sta 90+00 
and 106+00. These photographs were taken in the morning before the worst 
bleeding occurred; however, the severity of previous bleeding can be seen 
from the stains on the pavement. Bleeding in the other areas was very 
pronounced, but not as severe as that shown in the two photographs. The 
outfall for the subdrain located in the northeast corner of the north park
ing apron could not be foun~. 

19. Water was found at the pavement-base materi'al interface when the slab 
was removed for the remaining test pi ts. As be.fore, only the top 1/4 to 
1/2 in. of base material was wet. Immediately below this are.a, a jackhammer 
was used to loosen the material for removal (CBR = 100+). Free water entered 
.1969 test pi ts 2, 3, 4, and 5 located as shown .in Incl 1. The top 6 in. of 
the base was relatively dry, after which saturated material was encountered. 
This material could be easily removed and water would. then enter the pits 
from the sides. Water entered .TP-3 and TP-4 to the extent 'that it stood 2. 
to .. 3 in. deep. Flows from TP-2 and TP-5 on the runway were not as great. 
Water continued to flow into the pits as long as they were open (usually 
about an hour). Base course material in the apron pits contained about 
14 percent fines, while that from the runway pits.contained about 27 per
cent fines. The pits.were located in cut and fill areas and in high and 
low areas. No water entered TP-8 and TP-9. 

Conclusions and recommendations 

20. As previously stated, the' primary purpose of the visit to RGAA was to 
determine if the subdrains in tne vicinity of sta 84+00 (Section B-B, Incl 2) 
were effectively draining· the .7-in.-thick reclaimed base materiai. This 
investigation indicated that there is no free water in this material, and 
it is in effect acting as an impermeable barrier to any_ water-- in- tlfe 14 in. 
of new base material. Theae- observations tend to confirm the results of 
the tests referenced 'in paragraph 5, which were the basis for WES not 
recommending subdrains along the pavement· edges •. 

21. The results of tests reported in TR 3-786 indicated that compacted 
base materials containing fines in excess of 10 percent are not free drain
ing. The fact that free water entered foUr test pits from materials 
containing fines in excess of 10 percent and at densities at or approaching 
100-percent CE-55 maximum density (densities based on those obtained in 
1964) tends to contradict the test results in TR 3-786. Water entering 
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the pits alone does not mean the Corps drainage criteria have been met or 
the test results from TR 3-786 have been contradicted. Hydraulic gradients 
at and close to the walls of the pits are extremely high immediately after 
the wall is exposed; consequently some flow can be expected initially if 
the material is saturated. However, since the flows continued for an hour 
or so after the pits were opened, the drainability of these materials should 
be investigated further for correlation with the laboratory tests. It is 
recommended that further field tests be conducted at RGAA, which would in
clude the digging of a trench in one of the areas where free water was noted, 
and then observing and recording the flow entering the pit and determining 
the influence of the trench on the surrounding area by observing simple 
piezometers installed on lines radiating from the trench. 

22. The problem of water bleeding from joints and cracks in the pavements 
appears to be caused by water immediately under the pavement. It is be
lieved that this problem cannot be rectified by subdrains (particularly 
by those that do not extend to the bottom of the pavement as shown in 
Incl 5), since the water· is immediately beneath the pavement and does not 
penetrate the base to any extent. 

23. Since· the discharge pipes for all the subdrains are perforated and 
surrounded by filter gravel, and no manholes or flushing risers are pro
vided, it cannot be stated for certain that the subdrains are draining the 
base materials. Based on discussions with Mr. Peters, it is very likely 
that the subdrains located from sta 84+o0 to 90+o0 are draining the 14-in. 
base material. No evaluation of the performance of the other subdrains can 
be made on the basis of this limited study. 

24. The source of.the water found in the base materials could not be 
determined during this short visit. It appeared that the water in the 
base ~n a specific area was not surface water entering pavement joints 
or cracks in the same area, since in every case the material above the 
saturated material was relatively dry. It is not believed that this 
water 1s ground water, because the water table was not encountered-in
any of the previous investig_ations- (during construction the water table 
was reported ~o be over 20 ft below ground surface) and water was found 
in both cut and fill areas. 

25. In general the conditions at the outfalls were good, and there was 
no indication of an erosion problem. It is recommended, however, that 
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rodent screens be placed over the outlets of the subdrains between sta 84-t-OO 
and · 90-t-OO. 

6 Incl 
as 

tf?&§_c:k:%? 
C. c. CALlIOUN, JR. 
Engineer 
Engineering Studies Section 
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1}1" SURFACE: COURSE: 
2;f,•r-,x_" BINOER COURSE 

16" PCC 

II" SELECT BASE 

SECTION F'- F' 
TAXIWAY ANO WARM-UP APRON 

2" AC 

7• SUBBASE {RECLAIME:D BASE: COURSE) 

B" LIME: STABILIZED SUBGRADE: 

6 .. COMPACTED SUBGRAOE: ---------------:.. ___ _ 
SECTION G-G 

STA 20 t 00 - 75 t 00 
RUNWAY 

I Yz • SURrAC£ f:!JURS£ 

2 ~· BINOE:R COURSE: 

FOR DRAINAGE: PIPE LA'r'OUT 
SEE PLATE 2 

TYPICAL 
PAVEMENT SECTIONS 
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SILT OR CLAY COARSE i FINE COARSE MEDIUM I FINE I 
SAMPLE NO. ELEV OR DEPTH ' CLASSIFICATION NATW% ll Pl Pl 

' /i!Ar. TE<:rcD /IV /<?J... .::. 
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NORTH APRON 

NOTE: PIPE LAYOUT roR STA 20 too TO 
se+oo SAME AS SHOWN FOR 
STA·s·e+oo TO STA 75+00. 
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196$ CONSTRUCTION AREA :/' '. [ 
THIS DRAINAGE PLACED 

· SEPARATELY FROM . 
/g6S CONSTRIJCT/ON 

SOUTH APRON 

AIRFIELD LAYOUT 

SCALC IN F'ECT 

0 ··-
0 
0 . 
;!? 
~ 
"' 

.. f 

• 1000 
t• 

4• PElll"ORATED 
DRAINPIPE 

4• ASPHALTIC CONCRETE-----~ 
7• NEW LIMESTONE BASE MATERIAL 
1" SIJBBASE (RECLAIMED BASE) 
8" LIME STABILIZED SUBGllADE 

DRAINAGE: PIP[ AT COG[ or RUNWAY 

J 

\ .( \ I \ '--'~----l'\.____._---+---"-~-__._ 
TYPICAL SECTION A 

NOT TO SCALE 

'\ 
\) 

DRAINAGE PIPE LAYOUT 

SCALC IN rECT 

200 0 
ID Mm 

200 

' 

' . 

PROFILE AND LAYOUT OF 
SUBSURFACE AND DRAINAGE 

ROBERT GRAY ARMY AIRFIELD· 
FORT HOOD, TEXAS 



Photograph .l. Outfal 1 for 
tween 84+00 and 88+-W 

Photograph 2. Close view of outfal1 for 
subdrain between s ta 84+00 and 88e140 



Photograph 3. Pavement and subdrain in 
vicinity of sta 84+DO 

Photograph 4. Pavement north of sta 84+00 



Photograph 5. Pavement north of 
sta 84.;tJO, afternoon 

Photog·raph 6. Pavement north of sta 84+oO, 
after C-141 in afternoon 



Photog,Tuph 7. 
mor11ing 

8. 'rest pit at stn 82+00 



}'l'hotograph 10. wa seeping from filter 
material 



from 

~tet.ll .. · .. i:;µ~at<a11n 0ut1~i 
~O.+c>Ott)·· .. 56400) . 



Photograph 13. Pavements between 
sta 90+00 and 106+00 

Photograph 14. Close view of water bleed
ing between sta 90'1-00 and 106+00 




